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Internet content filtering for Google App Managed Chromebooks
in a 21st Century learning environment

Parent dashboard
As students across the country go 1:1 and bring school managed
Chromebooks home, parents and guardians struggle on how to deal
with that new device in town.
Blocksi Manager Parent Dashboard puts parents and guardians and
Directors of Technology on the same page by giving parents the
flexibility to enforce their own home policies such as bedtime and
control over specific content irrelevant to homework.
The Parent Dashboard assures the 1:1 Chromebook initiative is
accepted by parents, teachers and students.

Enforce bedtime and time access
control on streaming media, social
media, Youtube, gaming and other
time addictive content.

Make exception to the school
enforced policy when the
Chromebook is at home, by
allowing or blocking specific
online content.
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View web history and analyze
trend of your child internet
browsing activity and get
warned when blocked content
is accessed.

Scalable to thousands
of Chromebooks

Fully GAFE (Google Apps For
Education) compliant

Web management
Dashboard

Chrome Extension
based

Intelligent scanning of the internet
to classify new unrated content

Rich analytics
per user

Youtube content and
channel filtering

Teacher, Parent and Admin
dashboard

Custom categories
build up

Cloud based
Filtering

79 web filtering categories, 45 million rated websites and
over 2 billion rated web pages

Blocksi Manager Parent Dashboard allows parents to be in control at
home by allowing access to specific features.
They are able to control time access and enforce time restrictions on
addictive content. The black and white list to customize which sites
are allowed and blocked and web history and analytics to analyze
browsing trends
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